
URANUS STUDIES FROM  

“THE ULTIMATE BOOK ON STOCK MARKET TIMING VOLUME 2: 

GEOCOSMIC CORRELATIONS TO INVESTMENT CYCLES” 

 

 In our Course 2 workbook, we did not include the following study for the above mentioned book that 

can be relevant to today’s stock  market. We include it here for your knowledge. 

 

INGRESSES OF URANUS 
 

The fact that the prior two confirmed secondary lows (involving the transit of Uranus) which preceded 

great bull markets (1857 and 1942) happened when Uranus was about to ingress a new sign brings up an 

interesting possibility. Perhaps the ingress of Uranus might be a critical market-timing indicator by itself. 

Theoretically, this would make sense, for the astrological principle of Uranus correlates with the concept 

of reversals and sudden changes. The principle of any planet ingressing into a new sign correlates with the 

concept of a shift in collective psychology — a change in collective sentiment, values, goals, and even 

beliefs. Thus, Uranus ingressing into a new sign has the astrological qualities of what might coincide with 

changes of trends in financial markets — like stocks. 

 

 To test this theory, let’s us examine the relationship of Uranus ingress periods to long-term cycles in 

the U.S. stock market since 1872 (see Table 5). This table shows 21 completed periods of the Uranus ingress 

(1872-2011). These are evenly divided into long-term crests (12) and troughs (12) that unfolded nearby. 

The reason there are more than 19 troughs and crests is because in three instances, both types occurred 

nearby. In all cases, the minimum cycle periodicity used was the 4-year cycle. The last case (May 2011) 

may not be applicable to the DJIA, but it did correspond to a long-term crest in other world stock indices 

in May 2011  

 

 Perhaps the most outstanding characteristic is the fact that each of these 4-year cycles (tops or bottoms) 

unfolded when Uranus was in the last 10° or first 10° of a sign (each sign has 30°). There were no instances 

of major reversals shown here that unfolded when Uranus was posited in the middle third of any sign. In 

fact, 19 of these 24 cases (79%) unfolded when Uranus was between 23° of one sign and 5° of the next 

sign. If we look just at the 21 dates themselves, 17 occurred in this same sector of each sign (81%). 

 

 When an orb of only 3° on either side of the ingress is used, nine of these Uranus ingresses (42.8%) 

coincided with major trend reversals, which is quite remarkable. Perhaps even more remarkable is that 16 

of these cases had an "ingress zone," occur during a central time band, where Uranus spent 9-10 months 

retrograding back and forth. In eight of these cases, a long-term cycle reversed in this zone (asterisks in 

Table 5). 

 

 

URANUS INGRESSES AND LONG-TERM CYCLES 

 

Uranus Ingress    Actual Cycle     Uranus Position 

 Dates     Culmination     At Cycle Turn 

 

1. June 29, 1872     Feb. 1874, 18-year Crest      7°   Leo 

2. Aug. 1878     June 1877, 18-year Trough  21°   Leo 

3. Oct. 1884-July 1885         June 1884, 9-year Trough  24°   Virgo 

4. Dec. 1890-Sep. 1891         May 1890, 18-year Crest   23°   Libra 

5. Dec. 1897-Sep. 1898         Aug. 1896, 18-year Trough  20°   Scorpio 

 

6. Dec. 1904     Nov. 1903, 9-year Trough  23°   Sagittarius 



       Jan. 1906, 18-year Crest     5°    Capricorn 

7. Jan. 1912-Nov. 1912   Oct. 1912, 4-year Crest   29°    Capricorn* 

8. Apr. 1919-Jan. 1920   Oct. 1919, 9-year Crest   28°    Aquarius* 

9. Mar. 1927-Jan. 1928   Sep. 1929, 18-year Crest   10°    Aries 

        Nov. 1929, 4-year Trough       7°    Aries 

10. June 1934-Mar. 1935   July 1932, 18-year Trough   23°    Aries 

 

11. Aug. 1941-May 1942   Apr. 1942, 9-year Trough  29°    Taurus* 

12. Aug. 1948-June 1949   June 1948, 4-year Crest   26°    Gemini 

13. Aug. 1955-June 1956   Apr. 1956, 4-year Crest   28°    Cancer* 

14. Nov. 1961-Aug. 1962   Nov. 1961, 9-year Crest     0°     Virgo* 

15. Sep. 1968-June 1969   Dec. 1968, 4-year Crest     3°     Libra* 

 

16. Nov. 1974-Sep. 1975   Dec. 1974, 18-year Trough     0°    Scorpio* 

17. Feb. 1981-Nov. 1981   Apr. 1981, 9-year Crest         29°     Scorpio* 

        Aug. 1982, 9-year Trough     0°    Sagittarius 

18. Feb. 1988-Dec. 1988   Oct. 1987, 18-year Trough         23°   Sagittarius 

19. Apr. 1995-Jan. 1996    Nov. 1994, 4-year Trough        23°   Capricorn 

20. Mar. 2003-Dec. 2003  Oct 2002, 4-year Trough  25º   Aquarius 

21. May 2010-Mar. 2011       May 2011, 4-year Crest     3º  Aries 

22. May 2018-March 2019  Dec 2018, 4-year Trough**  29º   Aries*      

23. July 2025–April 2026  Taurus-Gemini 

 
Table 5: List of all Uranus ingress periods since 1872, the long-term cycle(s) that unfolded closest to the ingress, 

and the actual position of Uranus on the date of that long-term cycle. The asterisk (*) represents cycles which 

unfolded during the ingress zone, in cases where the retrograde period caused this zone to last 9-10 months. 

** The low on December 26, 2018 was thought to be the 4-year cycle at the time, but that was taken out in the 

COVID-19 Pandemic hysteria that lasted one month, Feb-March 2020. The yellow highlighted lines represent 

updates to these studies presented in Vol 2. 
 

 In terms of months away from the ingress, Table 5 shows that there were 18 cases in which there was 

a Uranus “ingress zone” (where it went into a new sign, retrograded out, and then returned into that new 

sign). Of these, nine cases exhibited a reversal during the central time band of the Uranus “ingress zone,” 

and five instances when it unfolded within 5 months prior to the first ingress. That means that a 4-year cycle 

either bottomed or topped out within 5 months prior — or during — a Uranus “ingress zone” in 14 of 18 

historical instances (77.77%). More recently, since 1912 we see this correlation present in 12 of the past 15 

instances (80%). The conclusion is that there is a much higher than expected probability that a 4-year cycle 

or greater will either top out or bottom between a period that starts 5 months prior to the first pass, through 

the month of the final pass, of a Uranus ingress into a new sign. As stated in the first printing of this book 

published in January 1999, “If the next Uranus ingress zone is March-December, 2003, then this study 

suggests a four-year cycle will either bottom or top out as Uranus transits between 20° Aquarius and 10º 

Pisces (April 2000-December 2006), with the greatest probability being between October 2002- December 

2003 (5 months before the first ingress commences, until the very last instance of that same ingress — the 

end of the ingress zone).” In retrospect, we can see that the DJIA bottomed in October 2002, while most of 

the other world stock indices bottomed in March-April 2003, right within the time band that these studies 

suggested a 4-year cycle would be completed. 

 

 The next time that Uranus transits 23° of one sign (Taurus) to 5° of the next sign (Gemini) will be   

2023-2028. When overlapping the time bands of the long-term cycle lows and secondary low associated 

with Uranus and Neptune as outlined in this and the previous chapter, the overlap period will be 2025-2028. 

This also fits with the Moon’s North Node period for a stock market low.  


